APPROVAL TO UPLOAD

INDIAN INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY BOMBAY (IITB)
OFFICE OF DEAN (IPS)

INDIAN INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY BOMBAY (IITB)
OFFICE OF DEAN (IPS)

AMENDMENT- 2 TO NOTICE INVITING TENDER NO. IITB/DIPS/COPT/TENDER/02

Date: 04.09.2023

Name of work: Construction of Centre for Propulsion Technology (COPT) Building (ground plus 6 upper floors) including finishing works, internal water supply, sanitary and electrical installations, firefighting, fire alarm and ELV systems, lifts, Airconditioning, external development and furniture works at IIT Bombay, Powai, Mumbai – 400076.

Ref: Notice Inviting Tender no. IITB/DIPS/COPT/TENDER/02 dated 18.07.2023

Bid Submission Date under ‘Para 1.2, Scheduled Dates’ under Part A-1; NIT, Tender Details of the Tender (page 5 of 140) are amended as below:

a. 1.2. iii. Last date for submission of Tender (including EMD): **18.09.2023 up to 15.00 Hrs**

b. 1.2. iv. Time and date of opening of eligibility bid: **18.09.2023 at 15.30 Hrs**

Please note that the above also supersedes the extended Bid submission date under Sl no.1 of ‘Pre-Bid Meeting Queries and Responses to Notice Inviting Tender no. IITB/DIPS/COPT/TENDER/02’ uploaded on 18th August 2023.

Remaining all provisions and Terms and Conditions of the Tender remain same unless otherwise explicitly modified through Pre-Bid Meeting Queries & Responses and Amendments.